ABBREVIATIONS

acc. accusative
ch. chapter
coll. collective noun
ditr. ditransitive (verb that takes two accusative objects)
gen. genitive
intr. intransitive (verb that does not take an accusative object but may take a prepositional object)
ll. line/lines
n. note
o.s. oneself
pl. plural
sg. singular
s.o. someone
s.th. something
tr. transitive (verb that takes a direct or an accusative object)
v./vv. verse/verses
~ indicates repetition of an entry’s main heading as part of a compound expression
→ cross-reference to another dictionary entry
. indicates where to look up an expression consisting of more than one word
±<> textual segment between angle brackets may or may not be present in the verses listed
/ indicates alternative formulations
// indicates verse dividers in Qur’anic, Biblical, or other quotations encompassing more than one verse (note that I do not mark the end of hemistichs in Arabic poetry)

For abbreviations in references, refer to the bibliography at the end of this volume.